
I'd really like to know what idiot decided that I need protection
from "evil" or rude messages. Listen up, politically-correct
"gentlemen", censorship is a return to regimes like Nazism and
Stalin-style communism. And I think your "good intentions" are only
a pathetic excuse for a cover for establishing a world-wide
dictatorship. I was NOT born yesterday and I do know my share of your
"works". First, the Echelon, spying on everyone's emails and phone
communications, because you're too scared of your own shadows... Are
your enemies really so powerful that you need to watch the whole
planet? Now this... Well, I hail from Greece and censorship is
against my country's Constitution. And I don't give a dead monkey's
rotting bladders whether you puritan "ladies" and "gentlemen" are too
concerned with foul language on the net, but the internet is
worldwide and it's not your business to do what you will.

And besides, since when did you decide to run our lives? I'll write
whatever the FUCK (I love to shock old maids like you) I want in the
USENET and the IRC and if someone bothers me, I can always ignore him
or her.

So, get a life, with everything that's included in a life and stop
thinking that God or whatever sent you on a mission to save us. And
what exactly is that mission? Removing from the internet those people
who are liberal enough to question your purposes? If this is your
mission, state it clearly and put a fucking swastika on your site as
an emblem. And you would do the world a HUGE FAVOR if you admitted
that you truly are fascist scum. If you're not fascists, then, you
are definitely a herd of misguided individuals who gathered together
in order to give everyone a hard time. You're ridiculous and more
pathetic than bed lice.

Oh, and about email monitoring... Greece's 1975 Constitution clearly
prohibits monitoring of communications. So, stop violating other
country's laws with your fucked-up thinking and get a real life.
Understood?


